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 free is great tool that can be used to remove all kind of adware on your computer.this tool is free and safe.this tool was tested
for virus like windows defender,ccleaner,kaspersky,malwarebytes etc,this tool is safe.download right now. You can't write PHP

code in Vim - xvirk ====== cabirum Vim can't write php code? He is kidding, right? ~~~ matthew-wegner That's what I
thought too, but I can't seem to find any references to PHP support for the last 30 minutes or so. Did I miss something? _djo_
Looks like it hasn't been updated since last year [ Yeah, that's what I'd initially assumed, and was hoping to be wrong. Thanks.
Bummer - I hope your assumption was wrong. I've been using Vi for a few years and really like it. It's not my main editor but I
know how to do most of the things I need to do and it's very portable. It's pretty powerful once you get over that initial hurdle.
------ taspeotis The article talks about _syntax_, not _code_. In that case, you can indeed code in Vim, it's just that you need to

use plugins to get around the syntactic limitations (e.g. [1]). Vim also supports git (see [2] for the plugin), so if you're doing PHP
work in Vim you might as well git commit your changes and then revert them when you complete them. [1] [2] [ Kiro You can.
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